Earth Week

BINGO

Celebrate Earth Week and Earth Day with us! Try to complete the Earth-friendly activities to earn a
Bingo. Play along and share photos of the activities with us on social media by tagging our accounts!
@HDR_Inc

@HDR_Inc

@HDRinc

@HDR
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Run dishwasher
only when it’s full

Go plant-based
for one meal

Take a bike ride

Compost at home

Dry clothes on
clothesline

Drink tap water
instead of
bottled water

Plant a flower,
tree or plant

Start or work in
your garden

Draw or paint
a picture of our
planet

Recycle at home

Take a shorter
shower

Turn off tap when
brushing teeth

FREE
SPACE

Upcycle at home

Keep lights off
during daytime
hours

Switch to
LED light bulbs

Go for a walk

Write an
Earth Day poem

Create an
Earth Day poster

Read, don’t
stream

Go zero waste
for one day

Paint your
window for
Earth Day

Fix and DIY
instead of
buying new

Measure your
carbon footprint

Create an Earth
Day message
with chalk
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Nature walk or
scavenger hunt

Measure your
carbon footprint

Read, don’t
stream

Write an
Earth Day poem

Fix and DIY
instead of
buying new

Turn off tap when
brushing teeth

Go zero waste
for one day

Research buying
a zero emissions
vehicle

Keep lights off
during daytime
hours

Don’t flush wipes

Draw or paint
a picture of the
Earth

Dry clothes on
clothesline

FREE
SPACE

Go for a walk

Create an Earth
Day message
with chalk

Recycle at home

Take a shorter
shower

Upcycle at home

Create an
Earth Day poster

Start or work in
your garden

Compost at home

Run dishwasher
only when it’s full

Take a bike ride

Plant a flower,
tree or plant

Switch to LED
light bulbs
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Compost at home

Read, don’t
stream

Start or work in
your garden

Switch to LED
light bulbs

Upcycle at home

Write an
Earth Day poem

Recycle at home

FREE
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Dry clothes on
clothesline

Create an
Earth Day poster
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Take a bike ride

Measure your
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for one day

Plant a flower,
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Go for a walk
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brushing teeth
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Nature walk or
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